AULA Dawnguard Mechanical
keyboard, EN/RU
Compromise is key. But it doesn’t have to be! There comes a
time in every gamer’s life when a decision has to be made:
quality or quantity? Do you buy yourself a whole brand-new
setup with questionable quality items, or do you splurge on
one high quality product at a time? The new AULA
Dawnguard keyboard was designed to finally end this inner
debate. A sturdy metal body, mechanical keys, noticeable
tactile and audible feedback has never been so accessible!
And just to sweeten the deal: customizable rainbow
backlight, 50 million keystroke lifespan and dedicated AULA
software for all custom settings fans! No one should start
their brand-new gaming setup with a compromise – AULA
Dawnguard is here to save the day!

Features
Mechanical
Mechanical switches with noticeable
tactile and audible feedback

Rainbow illumination
Individually backlit keys with dynamic
lighting effects and rainbow
illumination

Long lasting
Long lasting laser etched symbols

Backlight presets
Customisable backlight presets

Durable keys
50 million keystroke life span

Anti-ghosting
Anti-ghosting for all keys

AULA Dawnguard Mechanical
keyboard, EN/RU
Technical Specifications
Embeeded battery

No

WEEE tax

Yes

WEE classification

CL109:5:2017-04-01

Type

Wired

Keys

Mechanical

Connections

USB

Other features

Mechanical switches with noticeable tactile and audible feedback, Long lasting laser etched symbols, Individually
backlit keys with dynamic lighting effects and rainbow illumination, Backlight presets dedicated for particular
games including user customisable presets, Durable keys with 50 million keystroke life span, Anti-ghosting for all
keys, Gaming mode, Multimedia keys via FN key, Metal body and raised keys, AULA software included

Keyboard layout

EN/RU

Producer product name

Dawnguard

Length

44.4 cm

Width

13.2 cm

Height

3.5 cm

Backlight

Rainbow backlight, adjustable effects and intensity

Anti-ghosting

All keys

Colour

Black

Material

Plastic

Cable length

1.6 m

Weight

810 g

Keys No

104

Key actuation force

60 g.

Key actuation distance

2.0 mm.

Key route

4.0 mm.

Key life span

50 million

Keys feedback

Audible and tactile

Ordering Details

Shipping Specifications

Model

AULA Dawnguard Mechanical keyboard, EN/RU

Inner carton, pcs

-

Product No

291799

Master carton, pcs

-

EAN code

6948391234533

Pallet, cartons

-

Master carton weight Netto, kg

-

Master carton weight Brutto, kg

-

Product weight Netto, kg

-

Product weight Brutto, kg

-

Dimensions
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Dimensions (product) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (package) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (inner carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Dimensions (master carton) (D x W x H), mm

-

Volume of master carton, cbm

-

